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Underage
drinking
on decline

Brown

bashes
Wilson

Cindy Trotter
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Pledges to freeze
CSU student fees

r

By Nancie Gruber

ial L

‘wartan Daily Stall Writer

Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Kathleen Brown promised to freeze
tuition and fees next year at
California’s universities and community colleges if she is elected in
November.
The promise, which was met with a
deafening cheer from students and
teachers alike, was made in a speech
at the Student Union Amphitheater
Thursday.
In addition to the freezes in fee
hikes, Brown pledged to fight for college affordability and accessibility with
more loans.
Much of Brown’s speech was critical
of the policies of Gov. Pete Wilson,
especially with regard to education.
"What Wilson forgot or never
learned is that there’s a connection
between what you earn and what you
learned," she said.
Brown said that while Pete Wilson
has plans for re-election, she has plans
to rebuild California. But she offered
no details of the plan.
Brown also attacked Wilson for his
support of Proposition 187, the
November ballot initiative that would
deny undocumented California residents public education and government-funded health care.
Brown said California needs leaders
who plan for the future, not ones who
blame and bash immigrants.
"He has fanned the flames and
focused on immigrant bashing in his
campaign.
He
supported
187.
[Proposition] 187 must be defeated,"
Brown said.
She criticized the initiative on several counts, saying it has no money in
See Brown, page 6
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Brown’s proposals
get mixed reviews
By Kevin Valine
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Gubernatorial candidate
Kathleen Brown’s speech
was just what most San Jose
State University students
wanted to hear during a rally
held Thursday in the Student
Union Amphitheater.
"She seemed very inspiring," said senior political science major Dave Newmark.
"She really knew what to say
to this crowd, and they were
very responsive. She has the
right message, and she says
it well."
Sophomore psychology major Christy Kummer agreed.
"Kathleen
Brown was
good," she said "She psy-

ched people up. I’m going to
vote for her. Students need
all the help they can get."
Brown spoke for 16 minutes before an estimated
crowd of 750 to 800 people,
University Police officers
said.
CHRIS GONZALESSPAR-IAN I I VI
The Amphitheater was
packed with people sitting in Brown gives her "Top Ten Reasons why SJSU students cant
the stands, and standing afford four more years of Pete Wilson" to more than 750 people.
along the walkways. A crowd, chants of "No Re-Pete," a ref- "I’m here for five extra credit
anywhere from three deep to erence to not re-electing Gov. points in my mechanical
10 deep, surrounded the Pete Wilson on Nov. 8.
engineering 101 class. If not
Amphitheater.
But not all students were for that, I’d probably not be
Speaking without notes. Impressed with Brown’s here."
Brown used humor and one- speech.
Sanchez, who’s not regisliners to keep the crowd
When asked why he tered to vote, said his
entertained. Much of what attended the rally, junior mechanical engineering proshe said was greeted with mechanical
engineering fessor offered the extra credsustained
applause and major Albert Sanchez said,
See Reaction, page 6

October brings job opportunities

Getting the right angle

Career Planning and Placement Center hosts month -long event
By Matthew Tom
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Career Planning and Placement Center will hold its inaugural
Career Awareness Month in
October in an attempt to get San
Jose State University students to
think about their future in the job
market.
"October has
’Most stubeen labeled Cadents
reer Awareness
haven’t
Month to dispel
focused on the myth about
the poor job
their
market students
career.
have been hearThey need ing about in
the media," said
to start
Lina Melkonlan,
thinking
assistant direcnow.’
tor of Career
June Llm Planning
and
Career Planning
Placement.
and Placement
The Career
Awareness Month program is primarily designed to get a student to
think about the long process of
looking for a job.
According to Lim, the average
time it takes to find a Job after

graduation is 4 to 6 months.
"The career planning process is
longer than it used to be," said
June Lim, assistant director of
Career Planning and Placement.
"Most students haven’t focused on
their career. They need to start
thinking now."
The program begins Tuesday
with an open house at the Career Center in the Business
Classrooms building. The
open house will feature
demonstrations of the
software packages available to students.
The software packages
Include a self-assessment
program, which helps students find what career best suits
them, a major/minor finder and
a career information program,
which lists job titles and salary
information.
"The open house will show the
students what’s available and how
to use it, so students can prepare
and plan for the next step," Lim
said. "Students need to be more
strategic in their career planning
process."
The program was developed

because of growing concern
among career placement counselors that students are apathetic and fearful of the future job
market.
"Students need to get motivated," Melkonlan said. "The job
market is definitely tougher, but
not impossible with the right
preparation."
The program will allow students
to hear from Industry professionals during panel
discussions. Employers
different
representing
fields within an industry
will talk about job opportunities and will answer
questions from students
"The panel discussions will
allow students to hear from real
professionals who will talk about
the future of the industry into the
year 2000," Melkonlan said.
The job market has changed
over the past couple years, accordto Melkonian. Career
ing
Awareness Month is geared to give
students ideas.
"Students have no Idea what lies
ahead," Melkonlan said. "We’ll give
them a sneak preview."

JEANETTE HANNA--SPARTAN ofra.N
Graphics student May Huang uses a ruler to get a
perspective of the Business Tower on Thursday

Stereotypically, fraternities
and sororities are out to have a
good time with alcohol and are
drunk most of the time, but
according to government studies underage drinking has
declined by 32%.
The University Police Department reported 137 on-campus
arrests for minors in possession
of alcohol at school events between Jan. 1 and Sept. 17,1993.
Sixty-five of the 137 students
were arrested since Jan. 1.
As of Jan. 1, eight minors were
cited for possession of alcohol
while attending fraternity parties.
"There’s a lot more people
who don’t drink. I feel it’s turning
around a little bit." said Nicole
Scaringe, Alpha Phi vice president of fraternity education.
"I hope that is a trend that continues," UPD Lt. Bruce Lowe said.
"People really aren’t aware
what alcohol or drugs can do to
them, except pretty much get
you intoxicated," Sigma Chi
President Chris Rocca said.
"When I see young kids drinking, 1 don’t really like it because
I know it’s a problem in the
making. I don’t think anyone
that isn’t in college should be
here at the parties."
A new state law now holds a
party host responsible for
underage drinking.
"What I can do as the president of the house is to make
sure that everyone drinking is
over 21." Rocca said. "because
we could be sued as a house
and I could be sued personally."
Sigma Chi hires a catering service for their parties that is
responsible for checking the
identification of all those who
attend the parties.
"It’s in the best interest of the
house to hire the catering service," Rocca said.
Things are changing, according to James Bradford of Phi
Gamma Delta
"Fraternities have a ’bring
your own beer’ policy, a beer
check at the door and invited
guests have a mark oil their
hand to indicate that they’re
21," Bradford said.
"The Greek system is doing
their part and the school is
doing their part as far as alcohol awareness is concerned."
Interfraternity Council President Jonathan Polanich said.
Fraternities and sororities
are banding together to make
alcohol awareness a permanent
part of Greek life
The Greek system, Panhellenic and International Fraternity Councils are working together providing a program every
semester called "Greek Awareness Program (GAP)."
The program takes place
three to five weeks after members join the Greek system.
GAP teaches these members
about alcohol awareness and
the efforts to encourage
responsible use of alcohol, with
workshops including risk management
"The program informs students how to have a healthy
social life," said Jo-Anne Shibles,
coordinator of Greek Life.
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’Easy music’ fans 1- Michelle Maitre
lbw
attain inner peace
I’d like to take this humble 15 inches to talk
about something that gets a lot of bad press. Easy
listening music.
That’s right, easy listening. The perfect mix
between sleepy elevator music and hard rock. Or
so says 105.7 KARA. arguably the trendsetter
among easy listening stations around the Bay.
Easy listening are the songs you’d probably
say you hate, but ones you know all the words to
songs like "Key Largo" by Bertie
anyway
Higgins, "How Deep is Your Love" by The Bee
Gees, "You Don’t Bring Me Flowers" by Neil
Diamond and Barbra Streisand, and "Three
Times a Lady" by Lionel Richie.
I’m not ashamed, anymore, to say that I’m a fan
of all these songs. Easy listening is like a stress
meter for me the more stress I’m under, the
more easy listening stations are on my radio
memory.
Easy listening relaxes me. It might be because
the song tempos are generally slower than the
average human’s pulse rate.
Or it might be because I already know all the
words so that listening to songs like "Brandy" by
Looking Glass is like hearing a beloved folk tale
over and over again.
Whatever the reason, easy listening, like Juicy
Fruit gum, is good for my soul. I’ve accepted easy
listening into my life as seamlessly as I have
accepted that, as long as I live, I’ll never have a
good haieday.
Many people shun easy listening and thus
never really experience its benefits.

Easy listening is perfect for those nights you’re
sitting home alone, not because you’re disliked,
but just because you want to sit home alone.
Easy listening is like your oldest friend, your
favorite chair, your nostalgic pictures of the best
dog you ever Lad that died when you were six.
Like all those things, easy listening is comfortit holds no surprises, it won’t hurt you
able
and it never changes.
On the right night, in the right mood, every
easy listening song becomes the song you hum,
the song that makes you say, "Hey, I haven’t
heard that in a long time. I’m glad they’re playing
it."
Easy listening songs can bring back memories
of earlier times that, in retrospect, seem like they
must have been easier and more golden than
today.
In short, easy listening songs are just plain
nice. They don’t need rating labels, don’t use
swear words, don’t advocate random acts of violence and only Kenny Rogers’ "Ruby" pushes a
dysfunctional relationship.
I realize that with this article I have formally
forfeited any right to coolness that I may have
previously claimed (I purposely avoided mentioning Barry Manilow to try to hold onto whatever modicum of hipness I still command), but
somehow I can’t feel bad.
I think if more people opened their ears to easy
listening, more people would be closer to inner
peace. Or at the very least, more people would be
closer to nap time.

Writer’s Forum

Harvard, Yale ... SJSU
education all the same
lany people don’t choose their major until
their third year of college in fact, several of you
probably haven’t even declared one.
Ever since the fifth grade I’ve known that I was
going to be a sports journalist.
By the time ninth grade rolled around, I was
scouting for colleges that would best prepare me
for my future. San Diego State and Northwestern
were always at the top of my list.
San Jose State, the "commuter college" 20-minutes away from my house, was not even considered. Throughout high school I kept vocalizing
my college aspirations to my dad, an SJSU and
Santa Clara University graduate.
He reminded me of the quality education that
San Jose offered and the proximity, but I considered him a bias source.
"If you graduate from any state school, it’s the
same piece of paper, unless you graduate from
Harvard or Stanford," he said.
By the time my senior year rolled around, I
apparently had contracted "Senioritis," and my
overall GPA dipped slightly below a 3.0.
With this, my dreams of attending
Northwestern died.
In cognizance that my education was now a
choice between SJSU and SDSU, my dad brought
out his favorite quote, "They’re both state
schools. They carry the same weight. Only a
degree from Stanford or Harvard carries more
prestige "
I slipped over to West Valley College, and after
serving as the Norseman Sports Editor, I decided
to seek advice from my advisor, Rich Cameron.
Aside from selling his alma mater, Fresno State,
he recommended SJSU.
Even though I would be forced to live at home
during the rebellious faze of my life, I decided to
save money and forget SDSU’s impacted journal-
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ism program. Instead I would attend SJSU.
I dreadfully accepted the fact this was probably
the best thing for my career. One year later at the
commuter school, I’ve signed up for the Spartan
Daily, and I see the doors of my future opening
wide.
Instructors, people in the profession and fellow
students are giving me the red-carpet treatment
and lending advice to further my sports writing
career.
Just one month into the new semester, I’ve was
given the opportunity of a lifetime in covering the
SJSU football team.
I’ve been earning hands-on experience with
writers from the San Jose Mercury News, San
Francisco Chronicle and Examiner, Contra Costa
Times, Santa Cruz Sentinel, and The Associated
Press, along with KNBR, KLIV and KSJS radio.
While traveling from stadium to stadium, I’ve
been given the opportunity to cover All-American
football and future pro players, Heisman Trophy
candidates, and coaches that are members of the
NFL and NCAA Football Hall of Fame.
I’ve also been given the opportunity to cover
the San Jose Sharks.
Instead of accepting my father’s words of wisdom, I have now decided to take the same advice
from a different source one separate from the
family.
"They’re a damn good academic school.
They’ve got everything going for them. Some of
the schools at SJSU are the most outstanding in
the nation. Their engineering school is outstanding and practical. They do some great things,"
said Bill Walsh, the former 49ers coach who is
now head of the Stanford football team.
But then again, Walsh graduated from SJSU in
1955 maybe he’s a biased source also.
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If you’re in town,
just look -me- up
I really hate it when people say, "I wish I had
your height." I’ll tell you, being tall or "vertically
gifted" is like owning a pick-up truck. Once people find out you have it, they constantly ask to
borrow.
"Oh could you please reach up there and grab
could
that ... I can’t grab that stuff in the back
you use those long arms of yours and get that for
me ... Can you look over those people and tell me
if you see Harry?"
Then there are those annoying questions. Let’s
all say them together now: "How tall are you? Do
you play basketball? How’s the weather up
there?"
I used to have the acquaintance of a guy who
was 7 feet 3 inches tall who had the perfect
answers. He used to have a T-shirt that read, "I’m
basketball? How’s the
7 foot 3. Yes I play
weather up there?"
Speaking of clothes, try finding clothes if
you’re over 6 feet 5 inches tall.
There’s only a certain amount of stores we big
guys can shop at. These "specialty" stores have
no clue as to the current trends in fashion. That
is, unless you want to look cool on the golf
course.
Green plaid pants and pink striped Izod shirts
are good if you’re 40 and you have 18 holes on
your mind, but not if you’re young and looking
for a Saturday night date.

Chris
McCrellis-Mitchell
stall rrpor&r

Even if you’re lucky enough to find something
worthwhile, it’ll cost you. The average pair of
Levi’s costs you $30, but for us it’s $60 or more. I
didn’t realize thread was so expensive.
By the way, if you are of average size and
you’re into the "baggy" look, please make them
yourself. It’s bad enough I can’t find pants. Then
I see some young 5-foot 8-inch guy, with pants
that would fit himself and a party of three.
The $30 worth of extra fabric has been cut off
because the pants were made for guys like ME. At
least save the cut-off pieces so I can buy a pair of
your pants, sew on the extra fabric and save 30
bucks.
I won’t even get into nicknames, choice in cars,
ducking under door jams, scaring small children,
sports expectations, shorter life span and joint
discomfort. I won’t mention clumsiness either.
I’m not saying that there are no advantages to
being tall. There are many, in fact.
We generally get hired first because of our
physical presence. The same goes for pick up
football games. We never have a lousy view in the
general admission section of a concert venue. We
never get lost in a crowd. We never get called
"shorty."
Well, sometimes.
Oh, and by the way, I’m 6 feet 7 inches tall, I
played basketball and it looks like rain.

Campus Viewpoint

Graduating? Buy your Nikes now
If you just filed an application
for graduation, you’re probably
unable to read this column
because you’re wandering
around in what is referred to by
the administration as a "Senior
Stupor."
As a matter of fact, you’re
probably not even on campus at
all. Why should you be? You’re
graduating! Ha ha!
You’d think the whole graduation process could be much
simpler. After all, they have our
transcripts in their computers,
right? Why can’t we just show
up in those silly robes and hats
for the ceremony? They could
bring up our records right there
and hand us our diplomas.
I’ll tell you why not. Because
the whole ordeal that we think
is just a ride to red-tape hell is
really a test. They know damn
well whether or not we’re ready
to graduate. But they also know
that we haven’t been challenged by a single course since
we set foot on this campus, so
they tell us that:
First, we have to fill out a
major form and a minor form

and track down our major and
minor advisers. This is easier
said than done, as many of you
know. Hurrah! You’re ready,
right?
Not so fast, Tiger. Now you
must take these forms to the
department office to be signed
by the head of the department.
Okay, now you’re done, right?
Wrong. Now you take the
whole ream of paperwork, along
with your application, to the
Cashier’s Office (Oh, God!
Anywhere but the Cashier’s
Office!) and pay a $25 graduation fee. You didn’t plan to leave
SJSU without forking over some
more cash, did you?
Next, you take your paperwork to Career Planning and
Placement so they can put a
really neat-o official-looking
stamp on it. This, as far as I can
tell, is the sole purpose of the
Career Planning and Placement
office.
I hope you’re wearing comfortable shoes for this, because
now you need to trek on over to
Admissions & Records to turn it
all in. You may notice the

woman at the counter chuckling
to herself as you hand it in.
That’s because she knows
something you don’t. But I’ll tell
you.
The truth is, they knew all
along what classes you’d taken
and what classes you still needed to take. This whole process
was just a test.
The administration figures
that if you can make it through
this whole nightmare, you
should be ready to deal with the
Real World that all those classes didn’t prepare you for (My
dad says he’s pretty sure his
boss has never asked him to
diagram a sentence or determine the square root of
5,462,844).
That was a pretty amusing little prank, wasn’t it? Ha ha!
For those who didn’t make it,
I’ll see you in the Pub.
For those who did, congratulations! See you in May (I’ll be
the one in the funny hat).
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Prison life brutal for some

SJSU’S WEEKLY CALENDAR

Inmates complain about punishment, guards and lines

selardne
AIFSEC

SJS Greens

World Forum: "Succeeding
In Japan". Call 924-3453.

Precinct Ira ii ling, lOarn, SU
Pacheco Room. Call 11m,
293-9561.

Akoholica Anonymous

gfflpA_Lay

12 x 12 Study Meeting,
Noon, ADM 239, Call
Marcene, (415) 961-7380.

Career Manning &
Placement
Mock Interviews, Noon &
1:45pm, BC 13. Call 9246031

Chinese Campus
Fellowship
Forum on Social Issues,
2:30-5pm, SU Guadalupe
Room. Call Joe, 286-9529.

India Students
Association

General Body Meeting,
Noon, SU Almaden Room.
Call 271-6934.

Muslim Students
Association

BBQ Party & Juma Prayer.
Noon-2pm,
Campus
Barbecue Pit Call Nadeem,
985-7715.

San Jose State Folk
Dance Club

International Folk Dance
Class,
8-10:30pm, SPX 89. Call
Mildred, 293-1302 or
Ed, 287-6369.

San Jose State Ice
Hockey

SJSU vs. University of
Nevada, 8pm, The Ice
Centre of San Jose, 10th &
Alma Streets. Call Brent,
924-8928.

SJSU Theatre Arts
Deparlment

New Visions Playhouse,
8pm, University ’Theatre
($5 general, $3 students &
seniors). Call 924-4555.

Vietnamese Student
Association

Cultural Show Meeting,
3-,5pm, SU Almaden Room.
Call Phuc, 450-9399.

AIESEC

Sub-Regional Conference,
9am-5pm, BC. Call Sally,
924-3453.

Catholic Campus Mbilsny

Sunday Mass, 6pm, Campus
Interfaith Center and 8pm,
St Joseph’s Cathedral. Call
Fr Mark, 298.0204

Mountaineers of SJSU

Mountainbiking, Main St
Bridge & Hwy 17, Los Gatos.
Call John, 292-3478.

SJSU Cycling Team

Team ’Ride, 9am, Event
Center. Call Randy, 924-8383.

monday
AIESEC

World Forum: "GATT & U.S.
Business". Call Autumn,
Y24,3453.

Associated Students
Multi-Ethnic & Cultural
Committee

Meeting, 5:30pm-7pm, SU
Multicultural Room. Call
Emmen, 924-6409.

Career Manning &
Placement

Exam
Foreign Service
Applications Available, BC
13 and Co-op Orientation,
1pm, SU Almaden Room.
Call 924-6033.

Lutheran Student
Fellowship

Bible Brown Bag. Noon-1 pm,
SU Montalvo Room. Call
Rev Hawkins, 292-5404.

Phi Alpha Theta

Book Sale, 9ain-2pm, next to
IRC. Call Jane, 395-4003.
Sparta Guide is free, and available
to students, faculty 11 staff associations. Deadline is 5pm two days
before publication. Forms available
at DBH 209. Entries may be edited
to allow for space restrictions.

VACAVILLE (AP)
For
Officially, there are two adja- wasted lives, anger and disci- rate building where they are
inmates crowded into the state cent prisons, split in 1992 into pline.
held 23 hours a day in a cell
prison in Vacaville, life is the 40-year-old Correctional
Its population of middle-secu- with just an hour for exercise.
reduced to one line after anoth- Medical Facility and Solano rity inmates is representative of Officers call it "administrative
er.
State Prison, which greeted its the
120,000 prisoners in segregation "adseg." Inmates
"What’s it like here? Lines. first inmate in 1984.
California’s 28 prisons. Two- call it "the hole."
You wait in line for everything.
But to the public, the prison thirds are black or Hispanic,
Inmates who toe the line are
You wait to take a shower, you buildings that sprawl over 750 doing time for theft or drug- divided into two groups
wait to use the toilet, you wait acres south of Interstate 80 are related offenses, and most are those who work and those who
collectively
to eat, you wait to leave. You known
as in their 20s and 30s with an don’t. Contrary to myth, most
wait to go crazy," said Mike, a "Vacaville"
inmates want to work, and there
eighth-grade
4 Oish man with tangled brown one of the
level. are long waiting lists for availreading
hair who has spent 19 years world’s
About 6 percent able jobs.
behind bars.
largest pris- ’There is always
The dimly lit, three-tier cell
are women.
"Mike" is not his real name. ons, home to pressure here, and
average blocks the popular image of a
The
He’s one of several inmates who 8,000 inmates
have
sentence is 3 1/2 penitentiary
been
agreed to speak with a visitor guarded
by it gets worse,
years, and on replaced by two-story buildings
on condition their real names 1,200 officers.
any given day that are part cell block and part
especially when it
The prisons
be concealed.
average recreation room with a central,
the
gets
hot.
There
are
"Right, I tell you my name and hold
about
inmate will have open area.
after that, you leave and they twice as many times when we feel
served
about
Along the sides, on both lev(prison officials) come down on Inmates
as we just can’t hold
half his term.
els, small cells face the center,
me. Forget it," another inmate Intended.
1,400 their heavy, solid doors usually
About
Some live two any more...’
prisoners
are open unless the prison is in
snapped.
On a recent day, prisoners to a cell. Some
correctional officer doing life with- "lockdown," with inmates conout parole, and fined to their cells. The commuwere grumbling. Someone whis- 226 prisoners
Vacaville State Prison
nearly 400 more nal area has a television and
tled at a female correctional like Mike are
are on Death chairs, and an office for correcofficer, a breach of prison rules. housed in a
tional officers.
Row.
In
response,
authorities converted gym,
"There is always pressure
Minor infractions are penalrevoked inmate access to exer- their bunk beds end -to-end,
cise equipment, a critical bene- much like a military barracks. ized by loss of phone or visiting here, and it gets worse, espefit in a society where physical Ventilation is boosted by a sin- privileges or extra cleanup duty. cially when it gets hot," said
Inmates who commit more one correctional officer. "There
prowess earns respect.
gle fan pushing a light breeze
serious violations are placed in are times when we feel we just
"They didn’t even know who through the single door.
whistled, but they took every"Come back when it’s hot," lockdown or shifted to a sepa- can’t hold any more..."
thing away," one prisoner com- one prisoner suggested.
Once the end of the line for
plained.
Guards were not sympathetic. California’s most notorious
JAR AT PADDY’S
COME RAISE
"The rules were broken and criminals Charles Manson,
DOWNTOWN’S FRIENDLIEST PUB
they know it. We do this from for one Vacaville no longer
time to time to remind them hosts the worst of the worst.
Those prisoners, along with
who’s in charge," an officer
Tonight
escape risks and inmates who
said.
RED PLANET
Vacaville is a forbidding com- assault guards, have been
ea Saturday
pound of razor wire, cell blocks shunted to what some believe is
and guard towers halfway the nation’s toughest lockup,
SPANKING
between San Francisco and Pelican Bay in the far northwest
MACHINE
corner of California, or to
Sacramento.
4 Bands start at 9:30pm ,
A deadly electrified fence is Corcoran in Kings County. The
being constructed between the two are California’s top security
bb
parallel 12-foot-high chain-link lockups.
c, a Csersamter
Happy Hour: Mon -Fri 4-7pm
barriers that surround the comBut Vacaville remains a
2
9 3-1 1 1 8
Jose
San
Downtown
Street,
Clara
Santa
E.
31
pound.
crowded, brooding place of
Between 1st and 2nd Street

A
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Alleged baby snatcher
extradited to Mexico
BROWNSVILLE, Texas (AP)
A federal judge on Thursday
ordered a woman extradited to
Mexico to face charges that she
lured a pregnant friend to a
Mexican clinic, then snatched
her baby and raised him as her
own.
"I am very happy. I’m going to
be getting justice," said Laura
Lugo, who claims that Paulyna
Botello and her sister Rosa
stole the baby hours after he
was born on Sept. I, 1992.
Public defender Felix Recia
said he was considering an
appeal of U.S. District Judge
Filemon B. Vela’s extradition
order against Paulyna Botello.
Ms. Lugo testified Thursday
that the sisters lured her across
the border to a clinic in
Matamoros for what she
believed was going to be a routine prenatal exam.
Instead, she claims, doctors
sedated her and delivered the
baby by Caesarean section
against her will. When she
awoke, Ms. Lugo testified, she
was told that Rosa Botello had
taken the baby.
Redo had fought Mexico’s
extradition request, contending
that Ms. Lugo freely gave up the
baby for adoption and then
later changed her mind.
But Vela, refusing to allow

Recio to call witnesses, said the
matter should be settled by
Mexican courts.
"I’m not saying that your
client is guilty," the judge said.
"As a matter of fact, I’m not
sure what would happen if your
client was tried here."
Vela did not schedule an
extradition date. Assistant U.S.
Attorney Mervyn Mosbacker Jr.
said the date likely will depend
on whether Ms. Botello appeals.
Recio tried to poke holes in
Ms. Lugo’s story, bringing out
statements from shortly after
the birth in which Ms. Lugo is
quoted by Brownsville and
Matamoros police as saying
financial problems had prompted her to consider an abortion
or an adoption.
Ms. Lugo denied considering
either option.
Rosa Botello
She
said
befriended her while she was
pregnant, steadily trying to persuade her to give the child up
for adoption after a sonogram
revealed it was a boy.
"I said, ’No. Don’t even think
about it.’ I knew that I wanted
the baby even more after I
found out it was a boy," said
Ms. Lugo, who already had
three daughters.
The Botello sisters are
charged in Mexico with child

Douglas J. Iversen guilty of second-degree murder.
Iversen. a motorcycle officer
for 15 years, shot John L.
Daniels on July 1, 1992 when the
trucker tried to drive out of a
service station as Iversen tried
to impound his truck.
Iversen is on paid suspension
pending the outcome of the
trial.
Prosecutors believe Iversen

MERYL STREEP KEVIN BACON DAVID STRATHAIRN

The vaca

abduction; they face no charges
in the United States.
Vela raised bond on Paulyna
Botello, 33, from $25,000 to
$100,000 while she remains at
the Cameron County Jail pending extradition.
Rosa Botello is considered a
fugitive in both countries.
DNA testing determined a
99.11 percent probability that
Ms. Lugo is the mother, while
excluding Paulyna Botello from
any such possibility.
However, Botello’s attorneys,
who are fighting Ms. Lugo’s
request for custody in state
court, have demanded a second
round of DNA tests.
Based on the first tests, state
District Judge Robert F. Barnes
granted limited visitation to Ms.
Lugo two weeks ago. The child
has been in foster care since
Paulyna Botello’s arrest on June
30 in McAllen.
In October 1993, Paulyna
Botello was convicted of child
abduction in Mexico. But an
appeals court, citing evidence
problems, annulled the conviction and freed her from prison
four months later.
Redo said Ms. Botello
returned to the U.S., believing
that she had been exonerated
until Mexico issued an arrest
warrant for a new trial

Motorcycle officer faces murder charge
A
LOS ANGELES (AP)
policeman acted out of anger
and endangered other lives
when he shot to death a fleeing
tow truck driver, a prosecutor
charged.
"This shooting was unreasonable and outrageous," prosecusaid
Goldberg
Hank
tor
Thursday in closing arguments.
He asked a jury to find Officer

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE"

was on a vendetta against tow
truck drivers, but the defense
says he fired because it
appeared Daniels was going to
hit some pedestrians.
Goldberg told the jury that
Iversen was the one who endangered lives.
"In fact, he was the most dangerous person out there," the
Los Angeles County prosecutor
said.

n is over.
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Spartans run against Cardinal Mavericks look forward
Women’s cross country to run in annual Stanford Invitational meet Saturday
By Joanne Griffith Domingue

"Anytime you get schools
outside your area coming, they
want to see how they compare
with western area schools,"
Fowler said. Coaches want to
get an idea of how their runners match up against the competition they might not see
again before the championships at the end of the season, Fowler explained.
Two All-American runners
from UCLA, Karen Hecox and
Arkansas transfer Shelley
Taylor, will be competing.
"They could possibly be the
strongest one-two tandem on
the West coast," Eric Peterson
said, UCLA rookie cross country head coach.
Hecox holds the 1994 NCAA
outdoor track and field title in
the 3,000 meters. She won the
Stanford Invitational in 1993
with a time of 16 minutes, 57
seconds.
"There is a dramatic change
in the outlay of the course, and
thus new course records will

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Augie Argabright wants a
new T-shirt one
of those
sassy shirts that reads, if you
can’t run with the big dogs,
stay on the porch."
Argabright, head coach of
the San Jose State University
women’s cross country team,
and his runners move off the
porch Saturday to run in the
21st
Annual
Stanford
Invitational cross country
meet.
nationally
"It’s a big meet
known and well-regarded," said
Cleon Fowler of the United
Coaches
Track
States
Association. "Its one of the big
meets of the year."
Five of the top 20-ranked
NCAA Division I schools are
sending teams: third Stanford,
Young
Brigham
seventh
University, 15th Arizona, 19th
University of California, Los
Angeles and 20th Rice.

be established," said Bob
Vazquez, media relations director at Stanford University.
Taylor, a two-time cross
country All-American. placed
ninth at the 1993 NCAA cross
country championships, .3 seconds ahead of her current
teammate, Hecox.
"Our gals are not awed by
anybody," Argabright said. "We
have our own goals."
The SJSU team goal for
Saturday is to trim another 100
seconds from their team time.
At their second meet in
Fresno, they lopped 264 seconds off their time from the
week before. During their third
meet in Davis, they cut of
another 144 seconds. Shaving
off another 100 seconds on
Saturday looks possible.
"They have discipline, they
work hard, they motivate each
other," Argabright said.
"We can’t go out there and
beat Stanford. My philosophy
of coaching is to give goals for

what they can do. I wouldn’t be
surprised to see them (SJSU
women) all get a personal best
on Saturday."
Carolyn Lewis, associate athletic director at SJSU, is a
happy woman. In early August
there was no cross country
team at SJSU. Less than two
months later, the team beat a
Division I team, University of
Pacific; and at Stanford, two of
the teams competing against
SJSU, Rice and BYU, belong to
the Western Athletic conference which SJSU will be joining
in 1996.
"WAC is a step up, big time,"
for SJSU, Lewis said. "We’re
very pleased with how the
cross country team is coming
into its own."
"Good luck this year," Cleon
Fowler sent by fax from the U.S.
Coaches Association.
There’s no way Argabright’s
runners will go back on the
porch. They’re ready for the
big dogs.

Spartans hope for win over Golden Bears
Upshaw and Andy Jacobs) along defensive Player of the Week, also
with freshman Brandon Whiting.
looks to have a big game at Cal.
The Bears now rank 18th in the
Miller had two interceptions
nation in run defense, giving up last week, and leads the team with
103.3 yards a game.
50 tackles.
However, the return of Jerrott
"We’ve switched our defensive
Willard from an injury has Bears’ ends, that shows that we’re two
Coach Keith Gilbertson optimistic deep," Spartans Coach John
his defense will turn it up a notch. Ralston said. "We’re impressed
"It’s tough to play without your with their two running backs and
best defensive player," he said.
worried about their receivers,"
Willard, an All-American candiThe players Ralston is referring
date, has led the Pac 10 in tackles to are Reynard Rutherford,
each of the last two seasons.
Tyrone Edwards in the Bears’
Upshaw was a freshman All- backfield and Iheanyi Uwaezuoke,
American who had seven and a Na’il Benjamin at the wide receivhalf sacks last season.
er positions.
"I think they’re ’beatable’," said
Running the Bears offense is
Spartans strong safety, Chris quarterback Dave Barr, last week
he completed 27 of 34 passes for
Against SWL, he had a sack for 254 yards.
a 20-yard loss, the ball was fumSJSU’s Abrew will look to
bled on the play, he gathered it up improve off his 10 for 28, 111-yard
and he ran it back for a 55-touch- performance.
down play.
Theron Miller. the Big West

By Jim Seimas
Spartan Daily Stall ’,’inter

Tim Holliday is hoping to run
another "W" into the win column
for the San Jose State football
team against the Cal Bears this
Saturday at California’s Memorial
Stadium at 12:30.
The Spartans fullback rushed
for two touchdowns and 123
yards in a 31-28 rally-victory over
Southwestern Louisiana (SWL)
last week.
"Last week we prepared ourselves mentally and physically
and this week I don’t see any difference," Holliday said.
He said in the first three games
of the season SJSU coaches were
giving quarterback Alli Abrew a
chance to showcase his arm, but
now its time for the running game
to strut its stuff.
Cal’s young defense starts a
pair of sophomores (Regan
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All Kinds of Comics!!
Old & New Comics!!
Underground Comics!!
Wholesale’ Retail!!
Come Collector Shop

Bob 51cielrottorn (408) 21,7-2254
73 F San Fernando, San Jooe. CA 95113

SOU DIVERS
OR
WAN NA-BE SCUBA DIVERS
SPECIAL SJSU STUDENT DIVING COURSES
EARN P.E. CREDIT IN 3 WEEKS!!
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
EQUIPMENT SALES AND SERVICE
OLYMPIC SIZE HEATED POOL
Pacific Offshore Divers Inc.
1 188 Branham Lane
San Jose, CA 95118
(408) 265 -DIVE
P.A. D.I. 5 -STAR INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
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assists per game. "The people
who know the game know it’s a
learning experience, especially
your first time around."
Motta said he figures it will
take Kidd at least two years and
maybe even three before he’s
really comfortable in the NBA.
Motta used the development of
New Jersey’s Kenny Anderson
and Seattle’s Gary Payton as
examples.
Still, the Mavericks don’t want
to wait. They’ve already put up
billboards advertising "The New
Kidd in Town," and he’s signed a
lucrative deal with Nike, although
he’s not sure how they plan to
market him.
Kidd says he hasn’t spent
much of his newfound riches. He
did donate $46,000 to a Dallas
church to install a basketball
court for a midnight league, and
he plans to build houses in Dallas
and Oakland.
"I’m excited," Kidd said. "I’m
glad to be here and I’m happy to
be in the city of Dallas. They’ve
welcomed me with open arms
and I want to show that this team
is ready to play."

DALLAS (AP) Beyond all the
hype, Jason Kidd looked like any
other rookie during his first few
workouts with the Dallas
Mavericks.
"Right now, I’m just trying to
learn the different plays," Kidd
said.
They practically salivated at
the chance to take Kidd, then
made him the first of the top
eight picks under contract when
he signed a $54 million, nine-year
contract Sept. 3.
While his basketball ability
never was in doubt, Kidd’s character became the big issue
between the lottery and draft.
"God has tested me to see how
I handled it because I’ve been
blessed with great success," he
said.
"I thought I withstood
the storm," Kidd said.
The nation has been looking
upon the 6-foot -4, 215-pound
Kidd since his high school days
at St. Joseph in Alameda, Calif.
At the same time. the
Mavericks were becoming the
worst team in the NBA.
"He’s more of a creator and a
true point guard than anyone I’ve
had," said Motta, about to enter
his record 23rd season as an NBA
coach.
"When we were going over one
of the plays in a controlled situation, I heard Jason say, ’I draw up
the plays for all positions."
Another thing few of Kidd’s
peers can match is some of the
company he’s kept in the off seasons.
"I don’t think I’m intimidated,
but I still have butterflies going
out there because it’s a new situation." he said with a laugh.
"I think many of people expect
me to pick up where I left off in
college," said Kidd, who led the
nation last season with 9.1
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David Doyle (15 catches for 247
yards and two TDs) and Jacobbi
Williams (14 catches for 271 yards
and three TDs) may again be hot
spots in the Spartans receiver
corps.
Tight end Brian Roche and tailback Patrick Walsh have also
served as passing options for
Abrew.
SJSU (1-3, 1-0) was thumped in
its first three game before pulling
off a clutch win over Big West
Conference foe, SWL. The win
snapped a seven-game losing
streak.
"The timing of this win was
very important," said Ralston.
The Cal Bears (1-2, 1-0) were
shocked in their two losses. They
suffered setbacks to San Diego
State and Hawaii before posting a
fourth-quarter rally to knock of
Arizona State last weekend.

to the major Kidd stuff
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WORLD EVE NIS

winds

of

pounded

up

to

Cape

102

mph
Muroto on

Shikoku Island, a main
in southern Japan.

island

Kansai
International
Airport, built on a man-made
Island in Osaka Bay, was cut
off when the 2.3-mile bridge
connecting it to the mainland
was closed because of strong
winds.
More than 300 passengers
were stranded at the airport,
said

an

airport

official,

Tomoyoshi Uozume. Fifty-five
flights, including 11 international flights, were canceled.
Nearly 400 international
and domestic flights and
over 100 ferry routes were
suspended throughout western Japan, affecting about
43,000 people, transportation
officials said.
A tornado caused by
Orchid destroyed the tile
roofs and windows of houses
and damaged a school in
Toyohashi, a city in central
Japan.
Seven people, including
two schoolchildren, were
injured by broken glass, said
Kiyoshi Suzuki of the
Toyohashi city government.

MEXICO CITY (AP) - Police
kept quiet Thursday about their
investigation into the slaying of
a leading politician, feeding a
swirl of speculation about a
motive. Even the identity of the
jailed gunman was in dispute.
The murder of Jose Francisco
Ruiz Massieu, secretary-general

the ruling Institutional
Revolutionary Party, brought
more questions from a public
of

already suspicious of official
explanations for other recent
spectacular killings.
Newspapers and political analysts offered a stream of possimotives
behind
ble

hard-liners in the ruling party;
an attempt to destabilize the
country; a private feud.
The body of Ruiz Massieu,
who was shot to death outside a
downtown hotel Wednesday,
was being cremated Thursday.
Mexico’s political elite, led by
President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari, filed past his closed

and

coffin.

by two other men to kill Ruiz

The federal attorney general’s
announced Wednesday

El

Nacional

eral police investigators identi-

in a crossfire between rival drug

fied the man as Daniel Aguilar

dealers. Many also reject the

Trevino. They said he worked

theory

on a ranch near Ciudad Victoria

behind the March 23 killing of

in the northern border state of

Luis Donald Colosio, then the

government -owned

RENTAL HOUSING

FOOD SERVES AND HOSTESS
94th Aero Squadron restaurant.
Apply 3pm to 5pm daily. 1160
Coleman Ave.
EARN MONEY while you do your
homework. BURNS INTL SECURITY.
Openings, All Shifts: P/T & F/T.
Call 729-6168 for appointment.
CHILD CARE & USW HSKPG. in
home of former faculty member.
16-20 hrs/week, afternoons/flex.
Clean DMV. Exp, with kids (8 & 4).
Call Elayne: 356-9089.
HEALTH CLUB COUKTERPERSON
P/T &wigs & Weelends, Flex hars.
WANTED: Self-motivated. Outgoing team player. Will train.
APPLY: Mon. Fn. 10am 4pm.
199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt View.
CHID DEVIIOPMENT MAJOR Teddy
Bear Home Preschool needs an
assistant to help vAth sneck clean up
& stroanree critten HOUS 2335:33,
Mon. eau Fit, $5.00/hr. Lccated new
Bascom and Curtner Ave. SJ. Call
Alice: 559-4654.
TEACHERS/TEACHERS’S AIDES.
Motivated, dedicated professionals
sought to work at Campbell area
school age child care site. Great
afternoon schedules. Substitute
positions also available. Call
Valerie at 406.7239363. EOE.
IMMEDIATE PIT OPENINGS
Goff Course Snack Bar positions,
$5.50- $6.00 per hour d.o.e.
plus free goif& lunch!
Call Tie at Shoreline Golf Links
415469.7100.
MARKETING
Environmental/NutrItion Co. seeking
outgoing indhilduals with outstanding leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
train. Teiecommunicatkri positions
also available reselling surplus
digital long distance service of top
long distance carriers. PT/FT, will
train. Call Men 408.733-3033.

WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE.
Electronic distributor seeking 10
part time Warehouse Associates
to process customer orders in a
fast paced environment. Previous
order pulling experience in electronics environment preferred.
These are 3 month temporary
assignments with possibility of
regular part time employment.
Please send or fax resume to:
JDR VICRODEVICES, INC. Attn:
John Cash, 1850 South 10th St.
San Jose, CA 95112. Fax a:
4084941444. EOE/M/F/V/D.

pesos -

"The people think that there
Is something behind this, as iii
the assassination of Colosio,"
said Adolfo Suarez Rivera, president

report.
Many Mexicans are skeptical

Ruiz Massieu was governor of
Guerrero, a poor state noted for

about the honesty of police and
of their willingness to solve

violence and drug cultivation,
from 1987 to 1993. This year, he

such crimes.
Suspicions remain high over

became No. 2 man in the ruling
party and was elected to con-

the government’s contention a

gress in August.

Guerrero
Massieu

state, where Ruiz
once governor,

was

said

2 BedroomAperenent 5750/ms
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Builoing
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6 89 3.
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
Incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet. intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
$6.50. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. $7454795/ ma
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Security type
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V.
Ample parking. We take advance
deposits. Call 288,9157.

2 BDRM / 2 BATH, 3 blks off
GENERAL/TECHINICAL
AUTO INSURANCE
campus. Includes water. garbage Research/Editing/Proofreading
Campus Insurance Service
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
Write Now, (408) 738-0436.
Special Student Programs
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
No last month. Ask about $200 P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
move-in bonus! Call 295-5256.
Available. Broad Academic "Good Rates for Non-Good Deniers"
background in Social Science.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
2 BDRM. 1 BATH. COTTAGE. Proficient on Mac. General "Good Student" "Family Multi-car’
Avail 9/1. Prlrate entrance & Parking knowledge of library databases
CALL TODAY 296-5270
New carpet All util. pad. Nonsmoker and bibliography materials.
FREE QUOTE
only. Close to campus S. 13th St. Excellent References. Call:
NO HASSLE
9300/1na John -9470974
327-4609.
(415)
NO OBLJGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
AUTO INSURANCE
Student Discounts.
Accepting New Drivers
REMODELED VICTORIAN, Art Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Good Student Discount: 25%
Real, Santa Clara.
Deco. Close to SJSU, very
Good Driver Discount 20%
Mon- Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4.
nice. $350 mo. Plus deposit.
Other Discounts Available
M/F, N/S. 298-9429.
261-4430
Other Insurance Available
Call SHIRLEY1408) 267-6087
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
easy going M/F Non-smoker to Versatile, expert staff. Fast
share 2 bdrm 1 bath in quiet WF turnaround, free fax delivery.
low Glen. near It. rail. $350./mo. Long experience helping ESL
TRAVEL
265-8553.
students. Call 800777-7901..
HITCH THE SKIESII
Europe $249.
Hawaii / Chicago $129.
HEALTH/BEAUTY
Call For Free Program Descnpton
DIPERINCED, Professional EIXTOR
AIRHITCHfi
50% DISCOUNT!
will correct manuscripts/ reports/
1-800397-1098
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
papers. (408)295-4636.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
AFFORDABLE
WORD PROCESSING
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
LEGAL CLINIC
4003793500
CALL MAFtCIA 266-9448
Attorneys & Paralegals
Hair Today Gone TOITIOODYV
for Word Processing Services
Immigration &Traffic Problems
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Divorce & Bankruptcy
Edit & Format Specialist for
Campbell. CA 95008.
* Personal Injury
Theses/Projects/Term Papers
All Legal Matters
APA Turabian MLA
ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE
Grammar, Punct, Phrasing
(408) 286-8087
Are you tired of neck pain,
Tables. Graphs. & Charts.
headaches and low back pain
WRITING ASSISTANCE any from long hours of studying?
Will also edit disks.
subject. Why suffer and get poor Come see Dr. Galla for a
600 dal Laser Printing
grades when help is just a call Free Spinal Exam. 408-998.4480
Resumes/Cover Letters
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former Bascom / 280.
International Students Welcome
college teacher) assists with
10 minutes from campus!
research & writing. Tutorial also
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Theses, term papers, group
Specialist. Confidential.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Your own probe or disposable.
projects, resumes, letters, etc.
Samples & references available.
All formats, especially APA.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Experienced, dependable, quick
247-7488.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
return. Transcriptions available.
for free phone consultation: ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN? Almaden / Branham area.
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
Break out of the prison of pain. Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
Free yourself to once again do the
WRITING HELP. Professional things you have always enjoyed. HAYWINDFRITIONTUMON CITY
editing, rewriting, proofing. ghost- Feel better emotionally& physically. Wordprocessing and typing:
writing. Letters, reports, books. Quick and affordable, drugless All work accepted!! Reports
essays, theses, articles, etc. For pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960 Theses Proficient with APA,
more info please call Dave Bolick. Pain Relief Center for free 16 page MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
510401-9554. VISA/MASTER- booklet on chronic pain.
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Student Voice Mall 97. Month*
INSURANCE
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504,
No more missed messages!
20RIS PROFESSIONAL Expellers*.
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
Rent your own private, passwordTyping & transcription for ALL your
No one can hang with our rates.
protected voice mail box
needs including COLOR. Copying.
Call the others first,
(3 month minimum). Pager
binding & FAX available. Pick up
OR
notification and group boxes
delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Money
&
Save Time &
available. Call today for free
Timeliness & satisfaction
and Call Us Now!
recorded message. 24 hour
guaranteed. Tutoring available
408-246-6644 ask for Randy,
access. 408-261-9880.
in some subjects. Contact Candi
or page 408951-8003 anytime!
at (408)369-8614.
Can’t get away/ I’ll go to your
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us perma- ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printAuto, Jet Ski. Motorcycle,
nently remove your unwanted hair.
ing. Free spell check and storage.
Boat. Home owners Insurance.
Back - Chest - Lip - Bikini - Chin APA. Turabian and other formats.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
editing, graphics
Resumes,
I’ll
help
you.
...Talk
to
me.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31, DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? and other services available.
Word Processing.
Masterson’s
408-247-3734.
Call me, (Don)
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017, Open on Sat/Sun with aPPt- only! Call Paul or Virginia 408-2510449
Campbell . (408)379-3500.

ROOMMATES

SERVICES

F N..A770NAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES .OR
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

HOODEDFDDEHOOFIDDEMODOOLIEFIC HO
LOOODEEHLEFOMEODOODOODDEODHOD
=DOODFOODEIFIMODOODOEDDEEHDELIO
ODOODEDEDD ElOOHMEOODOOF1D70[770
Ad Rates: 3-line

minimum
Two Three
Days
Days
$9
3 lines
$7
$te
4 Ilnos
$6
$7
$11
$9
5 lines
$10
$12
6 liners
$11
$1 for each additional line.

Nye Address
Days
ZP cod.
$13 Cly Slate
$14
more
$15
$16
Send check or money Order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the Nth day, rate Ineresees by $1 per day. San Joe* State University
San Jose CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bonier Hall Room 209
IN Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
S All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
II QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
One
Mw
$S

50,000

didate.

of

the

Roman

Catholic

Church Episcopate.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282

AUTO FOR SALE

MOUNTAIN MIKES PIZZA
Delivery driver & kitchen help.
Earn up to $8.00 per hour in
wages, tips & commission. Apply
in person. 2011 Naglee Ave. Si.

was

The attorney general’s office
declined to comment on the

investigated for armed robbery.
But the newspapers Excelsior

VOLUNTEERS

PE TEACHER small private school.
3 hrs/wk - 110/a. Work wrgrades
1-5. Program is noncompetitive,
fair play, skills development, age
appropriate team sports. Ph, Ruth
Kaplan, 377-1595.

for

gunman

that the killer was named Joel
or Hector Resendiz. Officials in

Massieu’s prosecutor brother; a
battle between reformers and

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT

El

Nacional said Aguilar was hired
Massieu

lone

ruling party’s presidential can-

Tamaulipas.
The

a

about $15,000.

was
a
the
suspect
from
the
man
30-year-old
Acapulco area who had been

EVENTS

CAR STEREO: Deck, EQ. 150w amp,
Crossaer, 10" boxed woofers, 4x6’s.
$550/obo. Mark 924-8081

Roman Catholic cardinal slain in
May 1993 was accidently caught

office

Wednesday’s assassination: a
warning by drug gangs to Ruiz

The SPARTAN DAILY
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
ACUFACTS, INC.
mates no claim kir products or Sports minded students to make Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
services advertised below nor is $150.4225. weekly, working
Full-time / Part-time
there any guarantee imaged. The 17-25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
Apply. Mon.- Fri., 8am. 5pm.
classified camels of the Sperten (No phone sales or agency)
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose
Deily consist of paid advertising Call Kristi for info: 249-8446.
(408)286-5880
and Manes as not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
DIRECT CARE.
PART-TIME $6.00 HR.
Certain advertisements In
Non profit residential facilities
thirst, columns may refer the
for young adults with autism.
reader to specific telephone
Call 408-448-3953.
numbers or addresses for
30N38ASKETBA1L TOUR/WANT
Spark Foundation.
additional information.
October 8-9 in SPX- All Day.
Classified readers should be
Deatire Oct. 5. Different divisions. ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
reminded that, when maidng
Males & Females. Prizes! For Si:icon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
Mess further contacts, they
nformation & application call campaign to protect ground water
should require complete
924-1227.
and promote green technology.
Information before sending
Committed workers needed 1:30money for goods a services.
10:00 for fundraising/organizing.
In addition, readers should
Make a difference while making a
carefully Investigate all firms
Irving. 2887882. EDE.
offering employment listings
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
acoupons for discount
Office wsrts and x-rays no charge. PART TINE WAITPERSON NEEDED
vacations Of merchandise.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Evenings & Weekends. Salary -F
Enroll now!
Tips. Apply in person. Britannia
For brochure see A.S. Office or
Arms, 5027 lemaden Expressway KITCHEN Half NEEDED: $6.50/111
caul/300)655-3225.
Set-up/Serve/Clean up. Mondays:
San Jose, CA.
3-7or 6-10pm. Lv. msg. 292-7303.
VALETS FULL 8 PART TIME
Flexible hours. Apply in person at ENJOY WOREI0 SIM CHILDREN?
2752 DeLaCruz Blvd. Santa Clara Small World Schools is currently
BE A FRIEND!
hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
Park & Service.
Caring and friendly volunteers
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
needed to help individuals
MARKETING ASST. Direct mail, shifts available in San Jose, Belwith mental illness become
general office, computers, good mont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Also
independent! flexible hours!
with details. $7.15/ hour. 15-20 hiring for substitutes - flexible
Training and support given.
hr/wk. Call 243-9173.0E7 A scheduling does not interfere with
Gain practical experience for
JOBI We are Takeout Taxi, Ameri- school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
psychology, social work. OT,
ca’s largest dinner delivery service. or 6 ECE completed + current
nursing or related fields.
We deliver dinners from restau- ECE enrollment for all positions.
Call Teresa Jackson at
rants like Chills, TGI Fridays, & Benefits & an abundance of
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132. Marie Callenders to homes & busi- growth opportunities! Please call
nesses Many SJSU students have 403257-7326 to whedu le interview.
enjoyed our flexible & friendly work
environment. You can too. ar posi- GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOB!
tons as pat tine ri the e.enegs. Call Join Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
89 FORD ESCORT 28’. hOok 57k mi. this instified second. 369-9401. campaign to protect the Valley’s
am-frn cass excellent cond. $3,500. Mobil Welts/Waitress: Deliver failing ground water. Committed
Best offer. Susan: 9243698.
front the restaurant to the astaner’s workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
rime or business. Earn 59-$12/hr fundraisirg/community organizing.
86 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4 hour. You crust be at least 18, have Make a difference while making a
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & Silver w/ your own car, ins. & no maettalone Irving. 288-7882. EOE.
dk red interior. Excellent condition. dirg on your c+MV. Posititons in the
$6,800. Gene: 265-3994.
Cupertino/CarnTh area or SPAT Sal
Jose Cash tips nig)itlyill 369.9401.
$7.00 TO 118.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply: Mon.- Fri. Sam- 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Neat 101 at San Tomas Expressway.

reported

Thursday that unidentified fed-

Classz fled

FOR SALE
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Mexico police quiet on politician’s murder

Western Japan pounded by typhoon
TOKYO (AP) - Typhoon
Orchid pounded western
Japan Thursday, wrecking 90
homes and injuring at least
nine people, authorities said.
Transportation was halted
throughout the region as
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Pour
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Please check ./
one classification:
_Campus Drubs. _Ren WHousru
Greek Messages_Roommetes
_Real Estate
_Events*
_Announcements* _Servrces
Flealth/F3eaun
Lost and Found
_Ride Share*
_Volunteers*
_Insurance
_For Sale*
-Autos For Sale* _Entertainment.
_Travel
_Electronics*
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Process:
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunftes

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

1

person in

CALL ANNA AT 972-4992 NOT JUST WORD PROCESSING
for dependable, professional Turabian. Cnicago. etc.
wordprocessing. Theses, term
Resumes, cover letters, term
papers, resumes, group
papers.trieses. and much more.
projects, etc. Transcription. Word and FrameMaker can
Free spelling and grammatical
import, convert &edit diskettes.
editing. Free storage. Fax Illustration and graphics.
machine. One-day turnaround We are professional writers/
on most work. 8am to 7pm.
editors with scientific and
liberal arts backgrounds. Weri
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. listen to you, and we meet
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+ deadlines. Two blocks front
*Term papers *Group projects campus, Japanese services
’Thesis Letters *Applications available. Call Brian or
Resunes *Tape transcription, etc. Wallace at 408.294.5964.
Nurs ng/ Math/ Science/Engi i sh .
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.
SCHOIARSHIPS
"I HATE
TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie- 445-0707.

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES]
Learn how to find little know,
grants and scholarships or’
your own or by using a sow
cost matching service. Call
1-900443-1145 Ext. it 153. Cost
$1.95 per minute / 5 minute call
Must be 18 or older. infosenece
AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED Los Angeles, CA.
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!
Grow Projects, Resumes, Letters. Money is waiting for you right how
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1, front Private Scholarships. Grants
IIP Laser IL All formats, specializing
and Fellowships. No Francoar
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Need and No SPA minimum.
grammatical editing. Free disc
For FREE literature and
storage. All work guaranteed!
applicatioe package.
Worry free. dependable. and Prom et
CALL NOW! 408.2922400
service. To avoid disappointment.
leave name, address. phone
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 (8arn-8poti. Plus SS BILLIONS available foi .
Save Additional ID% Per Warta education. all students -Free message 800 666-GF

answers will appear in the nen Issue.
ACROSS
1 Extent
6 Wallop
10 Singer Rawls
13 Of New York
14 Rabbit’s cousin
15 Volcano in Sicily
17 Makes cat

noises

18 Peppy
20 Witnessed
21 Dash
22 Very upset
23 - ball
26 Get hitched
27 "Carmen" and
"Aida"
30 Notions
32 Wading bird
33 Steel and brass
36 Halloween getup
37 Pro vote
38 Stern’s opposite
42 Wrote on metal
45 Riyadh resident
46 Merchant’s
goods
48 Household
funds
49 Ice-Ts music
50 Clearer, as the
night sky
54 Take as one’s
own
56 Competed
57 - of Man
61 Sea animal with
tentacles
63 Kilt material
64 Singer Guthrie
65 Sheltered from
the wind
66 Pond gook. e 9
67 Grass
68 Yeasty froth
69 Pick up some
knowledge

DOWN
1 Totals

PhEVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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2 Alberta tribe
3 Woodwind
4 Small-time
moneylender
5 Navy officer

35 Guided
Cpoearpmer
4309
41 Sense ,
oiaptipmiseh
MO
45 Take to court
46 Fisherman s
or
47 boots
Fi
4443

aPbieb(ciust
Hawaiian porch
Stadium
- capita
Smirk skin
City in Ontario
Joins forces
Made a
h -in -one
hole
19 Dizzy
21 Overhead trains
24 Writer Fleming
25- de Janeiro
27 Electrical unit
28 Green veggie
29 Verbal pauses
31 Canvas shoe
33 Sigh of
satisfaction
34
fa knng
rhurectent
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
16

opponent
-Creed
48 A bridge call
49 Prince of India
51 Saint Teresa’s
home town
52 Early morning person
53 Alter ia skirt)
Trudge
ot
ge
i tale
555985 Heroic
Fibber
60 Eve’s gardi
F632 Sidekick
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The
Campaign:
A"

Brown makes pledges,
asks for student support

SF’AliTA.’s D4111
ANDY BAartoN
Be-assa. a Wilson supporter, left, and Charles PhiHies, a
s_.roorter. exchange words before the Brown rally.

SPARTAN DAILY

Brown’s top 10:
Top 10 reasons, according to Kathleen Brown, why
students at SJSU can’t afford four more years of Pete
Wilson
10. Because Pete Wilson thinks motor voter is a
heavy-metal rock band.
9. Wilson thinks a registration drive is cruising
down to the DMV.
without the charisma.
8. Wilson Is George Bush
7. Wilson, like Bush, thinks the big game is Harvard
v. Yale, not San Jose State u. Fresno.
6. The only "Spartan" thing about Pete Wilson is his
shrinking loan program.
5. Wilson’s idea of building a new university is to
build a new prison.
4. When Wilson promised in 1990 longer graduation lines and shorter unemployment lines, we
didn’t know he was dyslexic.
3. Wilson’s idea of reducing class size is to raise
fees and force 200,000 students out of college.
2. Wilson’s idea of curriculum reform is forcing the
CSU system to slash 5,000 classes.
1. When someone told him there were 25,000
Spartans in San Jose, he wanted to deport them.

Reaction

ANDY Bassos SpARIAN DAILY
(13,.iuernator hal candidate Kathleen Brown gives handshakes and autographs as she makes her way through a crowd of SJSU students.

Brown: Promises change for college students
From page 1
it for border patrol, will raise
expectations. make voters more
cynical and be tied up in court
for years.
Toward the end of her
speech. several loud male voices in the back shouted, "What
about three strikes?"
Brown replied, "That will
answered in November. You can
vote on it. What I’m about is getting somebody on first, second
and third, and then our kids can
hit a home run."
Despite Brown’s popularity

Clara County supervisor and
Democratic candidate for the
21st Congressional District seat
being vacated by Rep. Don
Edwards (D-San Jose). Foglia is a
Democratic candidate for the
24th State Assembly District and
of
the
president
former
California Teacher’s Association.
Foglia said students need to
make time to vote because if
they don’t, they’ll get another
four years of the same thing.
"You can’t afford it, and the
state of California can’t afford
it," he said.

with the college crowd, she has
lost her once substantial 17point lead in the polls and now
trails Wilson.
According to
Mark Di Camillo, a pollster with
the Field Institute in San
Francisco, it’s the first time in
nine surveys taken by the organization that Wilson has been
ahead. Statewide, he now leads
Brown 48 percent to 41 percent
among likely voters.
Other speakers at the "Political Awareness Mobilization
Rally" included Zoe Lofgren and
Ed Foglia. Zofgren is a Santa

Lofgren criticized Wilson for
not accepting responsibility for
California’s budget problems
and instead loading them on to
students and families.
"Doubling of fees is not only
unfair to you [students], it’s
shooting ourselves in the foot.
It’s dooming our state to an
economy that doesn’t work,"
Lofgren said.
"I never thought it would happen, but we have a governor
who’s managed to make George
Deukmejian look adequate,"
Lofgren said.

From page 1
it points to any of his students
who attended the rally.
Members of the SJSU chapter
of the College Republicans
attended the rally and none
were converted.
entire
the
"Throughout
speech, I did not hear one reason to vote for Kathleen
Brown," said Brian Benassai, a
College Republican and SJSU
history graduate student. "Her
speech was just a lot of Wilson
bashing."
The College Republicans,
who said they have from 20 to
25 members, had a voter registration booth set up at one of
the Amphitheater entrances.
When asked how many
people they had registered,
unior business major Maya
Nehme, who carried an "If
it’s Brown, Flush It Down" sign

during the rally, said none.
But most did like Brown’s
message and thought she’d
deliver on her campaign
promises if elected.
During the speech, Brown
promised to freeze public university and community college
fees for one year.
Gina Diaz, a junior behavioral
science major, said while she
knows that no politician in history has ever kept all his
promises, she thinks Brown will
try to keep hers.
Terry Christensen, the chair
of the political science department, said he thinks Brown has
a good chance of keeping the
fee-freezing promise.
"Freezing fees is doable," he
said. "But it will be very tough
because so many other (state)
programs compete for funds."
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DIVERSITY DOESN’T HAVE
TO STOP AMR C011[6[.
Whoa! Life after college may seem a bit overwhelming at times, but just because you’re moving in
different directions doesn’t mean you have to stop being who you really are. As you look for that
perfect job, keep in mind that Watkins-Johnson welcomes individuality; without it, we would never
be where we are today, a leader in the microwave electronics arena.
Three words comprise Watkins-Johnson’s definition of diversity: People. Products and Opportunities.
A diverse mix of ideas and insights from our dedicated people is exactly what makes our products
so successful. And, with the development of these new products, we continue to create new
opportunities. For you this means responsibility., from day one! As part of a team making important
contributions, you will be recognized for your unique outlooks and ideas.
Make your first move to Watkins-Johnson and experience for the first time what it’s like to be a
part of a truly unique organization. Get to know us at our next on-campus interviews. We are
looking for talented grads with a BS, MS, or PhD in:
Disciplines:
Electrical Engineering, Industrial Technology,
Business Administration, Manufacturing Management Option
On-Campus Interview Dates:
Monday, October 3rd
Please contact your Placement Center to set up an appointment at our
On-Campus Interviews or call (415) 813-2488. Watkins-Johnson
Company, 3333 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v.

wu

WATKINS JOHNSON

Imagine how much
faster you could get your
degree if you could actually
get your classes.
Higher education today often means too few classes for
too many students. If you are preparing to transfer. you will
soon find yourself joining the ranks of those students who can’t
get the classes they need when they. need them.
National University offers a unique system that will get
you into the classes you need and put your graduation da iii
sight. Taking one course a month. two nights a week. you can
earn your degree in Business and Management. Education.
Computer Science. or Arts and Sciences. And National
University is accredited by the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges.
What’s more. at National l’inversity you will register
only once for all the courses you need to earn your degree. Y(iii
will also receive personal advice on financial aid from our
trained staff.
Call today for a free consultation with our Community
College Transfer Advisor. at I -mx)-NAT-trNIV.

